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Introduction

In the 1776 volume of his work *Journey Around Spain*, the eminent scholar Antonio Ponz recorded two anonymous series of *enconchados* (mother-of-pearl inlaid paintings) depicting the *Conquest of Mexico* and the *Battles of Alexandre Farnese* (Figs.1 and 2). These works were in the House of the Dukes of Infantado and Ponz referred to them as two series of medium colored paintings, inlaid with mother-of-pearl, worth seeing. By the time Ponz saw these *enconchados*, over 70 years had passed since they had been shipped from New Spain, so the fact that they were still in exhibition and caught Ponz’ attention is itself significant. The paintings mentioned by Ponz have been preserved to this day, and it can be affirmed that the reason why he found them so appealing relates to their materiality.

In fact, *enconchados* aroused interest of members of different social groups in New Spain between ca. 1660 and 1750 because of their very use of mother-of-pearl, bright colors, and elaborate ornamentation. The review of many *enconchados*—either those signed by different artists or the anonymous ones—suggests the existence of a shared aesthetic, that allows affirming that shine and light were important for the audience. That is to say, although not all succeeded at depicting light, the spectators shared a conception of what they should look like.

Interestingly, albeit mother-of-pearl inlays were essential to *enconchados*’ particular effects, in-depth research on the use of this material is yet to be done. The main quality of mother-of-pearl is shine, which suffuses the most outstanding *enconchados* with a sumptuous surface. Mother-of-pearl is found in the inner walls of the shells of certain bivalves, such as oysters and mussels—both sea and freshwater species. This material consists of a number of translucent layers made of very fine calcium carbonate crystals and conchiolin, an animal protein that acts as a bonding agent. Shine is the result of light reflection over the crystalline surface and iridiscence results from the light refraction and diffraction over the different layers. However, most shells have an opaque covering which makes them unsuitable for inlay.

This text will first of all describe *enconchados*, as well as their relationship with both New Spanish painting and certain Asian lacquerware.
Secondly, it will discuss the use of shell—namely the problems that arose when acquiring pearl shells in Mexico City around 1700. This text will also examine the possibility that both luminosity and ornamentation suffused *enconchados* with a sense of luxury, which might have been essential for both their function and acceptance at the highest social levels in New Spain.

*Enconchados* share many of their characteristics with other viceregal paintings, including production techniques and materials. In the early 20th century, some scholars misunderstood the use of mother-of-pearl as harkening back to Pre-Columbian times; others realized its use reflects Asian art. In 1997, it was pointed out that they were related to Japanese *Namban* lacquerware (ca. 1570-1630), primarily exported to Europe. The resemblance is more obvious on *enconchado* frames (Figs. 1, 6 and 7), which make use of mother-of-pearl, as well as ornamentation from Japanese works.

*Namban* lacquerware includes objects for Catholic worship, such as lecterns, book stands, Communion vessels and triptychs objects, as well as others destined for household use, such as chests and desks (Fig. 3). These works have black grounds filled with native species of flowers, birds and grape clusters, as well as geometric motifs. The images are outlined with powdered gold or silver, with the occasional detail in color. The main substance used for *Namban* lacquerware is a resin called *Toxicodendron vernicifluum* (formerly *Rhus verniciflua*), indigenous to Asia.

Although the resemblance to *Namban* lacquerware is remarkable, *enconchados* are paintings technically unrelated to Asian lacquerware. Furthermore, the aesthetics of mother-of-pearl in *Namban* lacquerware are complex, and could not have been emulated by Mexico City painters, since it is unlikely that they were familiar with mother-of-pearl before they began the experiments that led to *enconchados*. In other words, Japanese production was a mere starting point for New Spanish works, which were developed separately.

*Enconchados* used *Namban* lacquerware as a source of inspiration to introduce their own variations into New Spain painting techniques inherited from Europe. The shifting shine of *enconchados* challenges spectators in different ways: they are still open to different gazes, and reveal that this deceptively simple artistic phenomenon has an elusive allure, made possible through a transient -yet very significant- technical adaptation.
Fig. 4. Set of shells used in Tenochtitlan, early 16th century.

Fig. 5. Anonymous, *Saint Joseph with the Baby*, late 17th-early 18th century, Oil and tempera on wood inlaid with mother-of-pearl, 64 x 42.5 cm, Monastery of Descalzas Reales, Madrid.

Fig. 6. Anonymous, *Ecce Homo*, (Life of Christ), late 17th century, Oil and tempera on wood inlaid with mother-of-pearl, 24-panel series, 69 x 102 cm, Museo de América.

Fig. 7. Juan González, *Saint Francis Xavier Embarking for Asia*, 1703, Oil and tempera on wood inlaid with mother-of-pearl, 113 x 91.75 cm, private collection.
**Enconchados and their relationship with Japanese Namban lacquerware**

While the inlay of mother-of-pearl gives enconchados a unique, dazzling light (Fig. 4, 7 and 8), they owe part of their beauty to their meticulously crafted frames (Figs. 5, 6, 8 and 9), most of which have black grounds, filled with golden figures (sometimes a bit of red or other colors is added); figures such as birds, flowers, as well as leaves and grape clusters. Motifs tend to be detailed, yet in most cases they cannot be identified, as they are not meant to depict nature, but to embellish the works. The use of mother-of-pearl, as well as the figures and the color palette of enconchado frames take after Namban lacquerware, yet the effects are very different.

![Fig. 8. Anonymous, Virgin of Guadalupe, late 17th-early 18th century, Oil and tempera on wood inlaid with mother-of-pearl, 84 x 60 cm, Museo Catedralicio y Diocesano de León.](image)

In Namban lacquerware, native species of flowers, plants and birds are usually depicted. Specific shapes can be cut out of mother-of-pearl, and sometimes pieces are cut to representations of bigger foreign animals, like tigers. Many cut-out shapes are geometric and are arranged together to create a pattern, predominantly on border decorations. Sometimes the shell is broken into random shapes to form a mosaic. Both lacquer and mother-of-pearl inlays tend to be thick, and lacquer is applied with a coarse brush -also used for the decoration- which consists of shades of gold lacquer painted onto the black lacquer ground, and sometimes onto the inlaid shell. Since Namban lacquerware is very sticky, no adhesives are required to affix the sheets of mother-of-pearl.

Some figures in enconchado frames show mother-of-pearl sheets, which have geometric shapes, but they are usually irregular and never form specific shapes. In enconchados layers of paint and varnish are applied over mother-of-pearl inlays. Namban lacquerware was very popular in both Portugal and the Spanish dominions -including New Spain.- This production stopped in the 1630s, when Christianity was banned in Japan and the country closed itself off from the world. On the other hand, evidence suggests that the production of enconchados started around 1650 and reached its peak around 1690-1700. Little is known about the circulation of Namban lacquerware in New Spain: some pieces were likely imported via Manila. References to Namban lacquerware in Mexico City household inventories have been identified. Moreover, two groups of Japanese visitors arrived in New Spain in the early 1600s. While there is no record of the objects brought by these visitors, there is no doubt they brought Namban lacquerware with them, because of its excellent reputation.

Mother-of-pearl is the key to explaining the relationship between Namban lacquerware and New Spanish enconchados, as shine was used along with rich ornamentation to create dazzling, opulent surfaces that were highly prized on both sides of the Atlantic. While enconchados had an important domestic market, many works were shipped across the Atlantic in the 1690s and 1700s. Both in New Spain and in Spain, the audience seems to have focused on their pictorial nature, while in a few Spanish cases there seems to be a certain focus on the resemblance to lacquerware.

For instance, in a document itemizing Spanish noblewoman Catalina de la Cueva’s dowry from 1717, two are mentioned in her “lacquerware treasure”, along with a Chinese folding screen.
Additionally, in the 1766 inventory of Isabella of Farnese (the wife of Spain's King Phillip V), there is record of a 24-panel series of *enconchados* depicting the *Conquest of Mexico* (plate 2), listed with lacquerware, not with paintings.\textsuperscript{21} *Enconchados*, as well as *Namban* lacquerware, owe their success to both the shine of mother-of-pearl and the sumptuous ornamentation, which will be discussed separately below.

**Shells in New Spain**

The shell species used in New Spanish *enconchados* are yet to be identified. In *enconchados* the shell was polished, cut into small sheets, pasted on wooden panels, painted and varnished, which makes their identification extremely difficult. Nevertheless, there are some possible discoveries from archaeological research about the use of shell in Mesoamerica, as well as from historical accounts from New Spain and technical research on viceregal furniture.

As far as we know, Pre-Columbian art primarily used seashell species.\textsuperscript{22} Mexico is rich in such species: it has 11,000 kilometers of coastline, including four malacological regions (California, Panamic, Carolinian and Caribbean). For this reason, it seems likely that domestic shells were used in *enconchados*, though technical studies will be needed in order to confirm it. The artistic use of shell was very important throughout Pre-Columbian times for religious and economic reasons;\textsuperscript{23} their use seems to have reached its peak in Tenochtitlan, the Aztec capital, around the time when the Spaniards first arrived in Mexico (Fig. 4).

Interestingly, shells are mentioned by 16th century conquerors such as Hernán Cortés and Bernal Díaz del Castillo; as well as by chroniclers of the West Indies, such as Pietro Martire d’Anghiera and Francisco Cervantes de Salazar, and Catholic chroniclers, such as Diego Durán, Bernardino de Sahagún, Gerónimo de Mendieta and José de Acosta. The fact that so many authors mention shells proves their awareness of how important they were to the Aztecs. However, none of these sources offer particular information about the species used, since they are limited to describing shells with adjectives such as large, small, sumptuous and eye-catching, tiger-print, blue, yellow, red, white and golden.\textsuperscript{24}

Shells were closely related to Aztec power structures: research has found that different kinds of shells were offered to the Aztecs as a tribute from cities in what is now Veracruz. It is likely that shells were exchanged in different ports along the Gulf of Mexico, such as Coatzacoalcos River, and in Chontalpa, located in the mouth of the Grijalva River.\textsuperscript{25} *Spondylus princeps* shells could have been brought to Tenochtitlan from as far away as modern-day Nicaragua. These shells would have been carried via what are now Honduras and the Yucatan peninsula to the port of Xicalango in Campeche, where they would have been acquired by pochtecas, the Aztec long-distance traders.\textsuperscript{26}

Archaeological research at the Templo Mayor (the religious core of Tenochtitlan) has identified 141 shell species, including some from the Caribbean Sea (about 1600 kilometers from Tenochtitlan): *Oliva scripta*, *Stombrus gigas* and *Turbinella angulate*.\textsuperscript{27} As for the species *Olivella volutella*, *Pinctada mazatlanica*, *S. calcifer*, *Chama echinata*, *Oliva spicata* and *O. incrassata*, they must have been collected in the south Pacific coast, between modern-day Jalisco and Chiapas.\textsuperscript{28} Other species, like *Oliva sayana* and *O. reticularis*, are common in the Gulf of Mexico.\textsuperscript{29} All of these species are alluring for their beauty and shine, and in some cases for their large size. Because a lot of effort was required to carry them to Tenochtitlan in central Mexico, it is not surprising that they were used in objects related to important rituals. Furthermore, some of the most highly regarded species —such as *Pinctada mazatlanica*, *Spondylus americana*, *S. calcifer*, *S. princeps* and *Chama echinata*— were especially hard to obtain, collected alive in rocky substrates, 10 to 40 meters below the surface.\textsuperscript{30}

By the late 17th century the situation had changed and the raw material was not necessarily expensive, since the New Spaniards, unlike the Aztecs, did not consider shells to have a strong symbolic or economic value. Documentary information reveals that shells were used in New Spanish objects that varied in price, including many inexpensive ones.\textsuperscript{31} Raw shells circulated in Mexico City, and evidence suggests that the ones used in *enconchados*
were processed in *enconchados’* workshops. A good example of this is found in the 1704 asset inventory of Bentura de Paz, which included two boxes full of raw shells valued at the relatively low price of 10 pesos (34v), so we can gather that shell supply was not a problem for artists working in Mexico City.

Although nothing is known about the origins of the shells used in *enconchados*, it is known that there existed some old shell supply centers that apparently had already been abandoned. In 1780 (about 30 years after the end of the documented production of *enconchados*) the well-known Jesuit chronicler Francisco Javier Clavijero wrote that the Pacific Mexican coast harboured shells of singular beauty. Even though Clavijero added that pearl fishing had been practiced all along this coast throughout different times, the terms he used suggest that by the 18th century both shells and pearls stopped being commercialized.

Similarly, Jesuit priest Eusebio Kino wrote that blue shells were highly prized by Pima Indians in California around 1700. California shells also impressed another Jesuit priest, Miguel del Barco, whose historical account of California (ca. 1750) mentions a large quantity of winkles and shells of different kinds, shapes, colors and sizes, flooding the beaches. According to Barco, some of these shells had a gorgeous, lace-like surface, and “may well be the most beautiful on Earth,” because a brightly hued blue covered their shine, even more brilliant than that of the finest mother-of-pearl, as fine as that of lapis lazuli. This color looked like an extremely delicate and transparent varnish, and silver grounds could easily be seen beneath it. While Barco does not name this gorgeous shell, scholar Enriqueta M. Olguín considers it must have been black, green or blue abalone (*Haliotis cracherodii* or *Haliotis fulgens*). According to Barco, if these shells had been common in Europe, pearl shells would have lost appreciation. Barco’s words suggest that by the mid-18th century these shells were no longer usually found in Mexico City as they had been in Pre-Columbian times.

Pearl fishing was very important in California by the time Barco wrote his chronicles. He wrote that the inner part of pearl shells had the same color as pearl itself, but because they were flat and concave, they looked even shinier than pearl. However, the “perfect” and gorgeous mother-of-pearl remained abandoned on the beach, since there were no buyers for it in New Spain. Even though Barco is writing about 50 years after the height of *enconchados*, it is likely that the beautiful Californian shells or the gorgeous pearl shell that so deeply impressed the Jesuit chronicler were not used in *enconchados*.

Despite its beauty, abalone would hardly have been the best choice for *enconchados*, as its iridescent shine would have partly been hidden under layers of paint and varnish. The manufacturers seem to have preferred mother-of-pearl with a pearly, non-iridescent shine, probably because it worked better under the layers of color. For this reason, it is probable that any medium or large shells with a pearly shine would have been considered suitable for *enconchados*, and that painters would have successfully used different species.

Technical studies conducted by Alejandra Quintanar Isaías in the Franz Mayer Museum (Mexico City) have found both fresh and sea water shells in Spanish American mother-of-pearl inlaid objects. Some Mexican furniture pieces are inlaid with freshwater mussels of the genre *Unia*, while other pieces are inlaid with pearl oysters of the genre *Pinctada*, and the so called “concha nácar” (oyster shell) from the Sea of Cortés (*Pteria sterna*). The two main Latin American oyster shell species were *Pinctada imbricata* in the Caribbean Sea, and *Pinctada Mazaltantica* in the Pacific coast. It is likely that both species were used in some mother-of-pearl inlaid objects, as they were collected and exported to Europe since the early 16th century in the island of Cubagua in Venezuela. While technical analysis will be needed in order to determine if freshwater shells were ever used in *enconchados*, the case of the furniture in the Franz Mayer Museum suggests that this possibility should not be discounted.

As for the origins of the shells used in *enconchados*, there are many different possibilities. Due to the artistic use of mother-of-pearl in early modern times in the Americas, Asia and Europe, and because of the existence of large commercial networks, raw shells circulated throughout the world. For instance, Blas Sierra Calle has mentioned the existence of some polished mother-of-pearls in Spain, which...
he believes came from Canton or the Philippines. According to Sierra Calle, this delicate material was also inlaid in furniture sold in both the domestic and the export market. Furthermore, raw mother-of-pearls were also shipped abroad, as many European accounts, beginning in 1750, mention mother-of-pearls imported from China.41

It has been suggested that Chinese shells circulated in New Spain,42 so it is not impossible that some enconchados had Asian shells in them. Barco suggested that the beautiful abalone shells from California were unknown in Europe and regretted that not even Mexicans were interested in them. However, in 1699 the Italian traveler Francesco Gemelli Careri wrote that the best purchases in the New World included mother-of-pearl.43 It is likely that enconchados used domestic shells, as importing material would have led to higher prices -which would have been rejected by most consumers -and many documents mention low-priced ones.44 If any customers required high quality shells, it is likely that the artists made use of highly regarded domestic species.

Nevertheless, it is unlikely that requirements were made on the shell species used. A 1669 contract has been published where Juan González agrees to make some enconchados for a buyer. The document refers several times to the high quality expected from the (shell) inlay.45 However, it does not say anything about the kind of shells used, or even about the size or shape of shell inlays. In other words, as long as the effect would be shiny and colorful, buyers would not care about the kind of material employed.

Regardless of their origin, the shells used in enconchados had to be supplied to Mexico City, where the works were made. While different kinds of shells were likely used, the finest works would utilize good-quality shells with a pearly shine. Such is the case in an Immaculate Conception paired with a Joseph with Baby Jesus in the Monastery of the Descalzas Reales in Madrid (Fig. 5), whose frames show whole pieces of shell and leave aside the use of painting, unlike most enconchado frames. This original solution suggests that some customers made special requirements, which the artists were eager to satisfy. Although a precise identification is yet to be made, different shell species appear to have been used in the works in Descalzas Reales. In enconchados the use of shells must have been flexible, as it was based upon their shine, providing the artists with a wide range of possibilities for the species’ selection. Nevertheless, for practical reasons it is likely that most shells were supplied from domestic coasts -either from the Atlantic or the Pacific- as well as from freshwater sources.

**Technique**

Technically, enconchados are very similar to other paintings of their time. However, some adaptations were required in order to successfully add mother-of-pearl to paintings. Because of the weight of mother-of-pearl, the support base used was a wooden panel, to which pieces of fabric were attached. Afterwards, “the first layer of ground was applied, upon which an initial underdrawing was made (probably in ink) to outline the main features of the composition where the shells were to be placed. This is the drawing that normally shows through the pieces of nacre”.46 The mother-of-pearl is part of both the support base and of the layer of paint, since it is painted and varnished; yet, its shine plays an important role in the chromatic effect of the works. This is a unique quality; regardless of the use of mother-of-pearl, painting skills were essential in the making of enconchados.

Enconchados would not use just any part of the shell, only mother-of-pearl: that is, a shiny shell layer. Raw shells must have been processed in enconchado workshops using hammers, knives, coarse and fine files, tongues and sharpening stones to obtain mother-of-pearl sheets and give them the shape and size required. Coarse files would remove thick, hard and rough layers of shell while fine ones would be used to both polish mother-of-pearl and give it a smooth finish, and to shape the pieces.47 As for sharp knives, they would be used to thin shell stripes when the material was too thick.48 Shell work must have been similar to that of current Thai mother-of-pearl inlaid lacquerware, which has been described by Julathusana Byachrananda:

The shells [...] are first cleaned and the shell is smoothed using a small hammer and file to remove the brownish-green, rough outer surface, until the inner glossy white and pink part, used for the decoration, is reached. The shell is now about the size of a young
coconut shell. The portion of the shell used for the mother-of-pearl inlay work extends from the mouth 75–130 mm further into the body. This portion is thin and good for cutting and making into designs. [...] The portion cut from the mouth of the shell is curved so it needs to be cut into smaller pieces of 50 x 75 mm. Each shell can yield between 5-6 small pieces of this size, or some 16 square inches in total. [...] The opposite side is covered with a white film formed by the saliva (namlai hit) of the shell animal. Each piece must be filed with a whetstone to remove the filmy saliva and to reduce the pieces to a thickness of 3 mm.49

This detailed description shows that the process does not require sophisticated tools. In enconchados workshops, journeymen were likely to do much of shell work. Evidence suggests that they were exclusively made in painting workshops, and that the artists who made them were painters. In these works, mother-of-pearl is not only inlaid but also painted (and usually varnished), and the artists who did this part of the work were not necessarily familiar with other mother-of-pearl objects. Notable was the González family -Juan, Miguel and Tomás, who specialized in enconchados, and were members of the guild of painters.50 The painter Nicolás Correa, nephew of Juan Correa -one the most prestigious painters of his time, made both traditional paintings and enconchados.51

Both technical and documented evidences suggest enconchados were the result of pictorial experimentation: it is unlikely that artists had a very sophisticated knowledge of mother-of-pearl inlay since beginning. The earliest one known is a Nativity signed by the renowned Juan González, who in this case was not able to match the shine of the shell with the pictorial work. This Nativity has little mother-of-pearl, inlaid in irregular shapes only into some parts of the characters’ clothes.52 Nonetheless, over time, the best artists developed a skillful technique. Adelina Illán and Rafael Romero analyzed the technique of an Adoration of the Magi, attributed to Juan González, and pointed out that,

given the transparency of the shell and the non-discoloration of a probably existing intermediate material between the shell and the underlying layer of ground, perhaps an adhesive was not used at all. The shells would have been placed on the first layer of ground recently applied, the surface then being leveled off with a new layer of gypsum that would also affix the shells. [...] Regarding the arrangement of the shell areas, it should be noted that all the samples taken in these areas present, firstly, a thin film (in all cases less than 5 μm) of translucent brown. It consists mainly of a mixture of linseed oil and a terpenic resin, which also contains small amounts of earth and carbon. The purpose of this film would be to improve the adhesion of the subsequent paint layers and glazes applied, being at the same time a fixer for the decorative features and lines in silver and gold.53

Thin sheets of mother-of-pearl would be covered with a layer of paint that underwent a special process to make sure it would affix well on the shell. Mother-of-pearl would typically be inlaid in the characters’ clothes, as well as in some details within the architecture and landscapes. The specific areas where mother-of-pearl would be inlaid were carefully selected, to make sure they would give the paintings an appealing shine. The best enconchados usually have thin layers of yellow, red, green and sometimes blue paint, with a subtly changing luminosity because of the mother-of-pearl inlays. Evidence suggests that both oil and tempera paints were used.54 As for the pigments, they would include lead white, white pipeclay, cinnabar, minium, yellow ochre, madder lake, bone black, carbon black, natural umber, burnt umber, natural sienna and burnt sienna: all of which were common in the painting of New Spain. As for the glue, more technical analyses are required, but some sources report that animal glue was used to paste mother-of-pearl sheets over the panels.55

The amount, shape, and size of mother-of-pearl inlays vary considerably in different works, yet they tend to stay constant in panels belonging to the same series. Shells have a laminar structure that makes it hard to obtain square sheets from them, for they are easily broken when pressed, so a very gentle and skillful touch is required.56 For this reason, geometric tesserae of mother-of-pearl are always an evidence of specialization. Not surprisingly, most works with regular sheets of mother-of-pearl have a fine, delicate layer of paint that reveals the shine of the underlying nacre.
An example of this is a 24-panel series of the Life of Christ in Museo de América in Madrid, done by an anonymous artist (Fig. 6). Jesus’ clothing is rendered mosaic-like, entirely out of geometric sheets of mother-of-pearl that match perfectly. Some sheets are as large as two inches square. Interestingly, the sheets of mother-of-pearl used for the other characters, while being large, have irregular shapes. In other words, the main character stands out because of the very shape of the mother-of-pearl inlays. Jesus is also accentuated through the use of color: he is wearing a bright blue tunic, under which the sheets of mother-of-pearl maintain their shine, which reveals real skill. According to the 17th century Spanish painter and author Francisco Pacheco, blue was the most difficult color to work with and many good painters could not use it properly.\textsuperscript{57}

In enconchados, the natural shine of mother-of-pearl tends to be lost under deep colors, and for this reason some works leave out colors like blue, brown and gray. Since this series is sumptuous and meticulously crafted, it is likely that blue was partly used to show off the artist’s technical knowledge. While shell inlays were originally taken from Japanese lacquer, enconchados use light resources to create their own optical effects, which belong to artistic tastes particular to New Spain –yet not exclusive to enconchados. More reflection should be made on New Spanish’ perception of shine and color, and how they related to the meaning of the works.

Also impressive are the aforementioned Immaculate Conception and Joseph with Baby Jesus (Fig. 5) in the Monastery of the Descalzas Reales in Madrid. The characters’ clothes are painted over a real mosaic of mother-of-pearl, as the edges of every fragment perfectly match the surrounding ones. The shine of the mother-of-pearl is enhanced by a light layer of paint: some black, golden and red strokes are used to outline the folds of the robe, as well as the delightful edge of the tunic and the Virgin’s hands, which appear in praying gesture. While the paint is subtle, it has an appealingly bright effect, suggesting a highly specialized adaptation by a very skillful artist. The shine given off by these works is very noticeable, despite being kept in a poorly lit room.

Enconchados are very fragile, given that over time mother-of-pearl inlays tend to come off, since the rest of the elements in the painting end up making a single, compact layer in which the mother-of-pearl cannot fit. Moreover, the coat of paint over the shell tends to fall off too. For these reasons, most -if not all- of the existing works have been restored many times. As a result, many outstanding enconchados have lost their shine under thick layers of paint, the result of restoring techniques such as rigattino. However, a rough coat of varnish, which has sometimes believed to be original,\textsuperscript{58} enhances the shine of some enconchados.

While this idea is appealing, technical evidence has been found that an outstanding Saint Francis Xavier Embarking for Asia, signed in 1703 by Juan González does not have rough coats of varnish (Fig. 7).\textsuperscript{59} This evidence is especially significant as it comes from a good work made by a prestigious artist. Although more technical analyses are necessary to make conclusions on this subject, this example should be taken into account before affirming that the finish provided by rough coats of varnish was essential to enconchados. In any case, the most appealing works suggest that technical painting adaptations were mainly related to the need to show the underlying shine of mother-of-pearl.

**Outstanding Works, Shine and Symbolism**

The most appealing enconchados are better appreciated up close. The subtle sheen of the underlying mother-of-pearl invites spectators to move around them: their appearance varies with the light, and the spectator’s perspective. In other words, to best appreciate the works, the spectator must engage them. Since New Spanish asset inventories suggest that most works were displayed in private households, it is likely that spectators would indeed get up close and move around them. Little is known about how enconchados were originally exhibited, but probably by day they would be seen under a natural soft light, filtered through windows, and after sunset they would be viewed by candlelight. The subtle differences derived from the variations of light were certainly an appealing invitation to revisit them again and again.
Enconchados were created with a strong will to impress their audience, as it can be seen in the dazzling frames, with intricate designs made for careful observation. The close link between frames and paintings is taken to the extreme in some enconchados. The best example of this is found on an anonymous Virgin of Guadalupe in the Cathedral and Diocesan Museum of León, Spain (Fig. 8). The black ground is full of golden flowers, leaves and birds, all of which are meticulously crafted and enhanced by the mother-of-pearl shine. The ornamentation spreads out all over the surface—except for Guadalupe and the apparitionist medallions; it is assymetrical and has a certain rhythm that captures the spectator's interest.

While attention is first caught by the sumptuous surface that surrounds the Virgin, it soon turns to Guadalupe herself: far the shiniest figure in the work. Guadalupe’s robe and tunic are only slightly painted with a few thick black lines that make the folds of the clothing. Both tunic and robe have a mosaic-like appearance derived from the superimposition of square pieces of mother-of-pearl, whose shine is especially remarkable. The artists left out the traditional blue robe of Guadalupe, yet the work has a shiny, dazzling effect that might have Christian connotations, as in the Bible both Jesus and his followers are identified with the Light.60 The ground is so sumptuous that, once the spectator has looked at Guadalupe, his attention is drawn back to it. There is no doubt that this work was meant to impress and dazzle spectators: the potential customer was likely very interested in both the ornamentation and the shine, which relate to the beauty and the Divine Light.61

This Virgin of Guadalupe has been in Spain at least since the early 20th century.62 It was likely sent to Spain soon after it was made, as happened with many of the most impressive enconchados we have today.63 Numerous enconchados were shipped to Spain, which suggests that they were considered appealing enough to dazzle European spectators. These paintings were a strong physical evidence of both the Splendor of Faith and the wealth of the New World.

Also remarkable are two anonymous Virgins of Guadalupe, one of which belongs to the convent of Capuchin nuns of Castellón de la Plana, Spain (Fig. 9), while the other one is kept in the Parish of Saint Joseph in Tlaxcala, Mexico. While almost the same, the one in Castellón is even more splendorous: it has a sumptuous frame painted and inlaid with mother-of-pearl.64 The spectator is drawn immediately to the Virgin’s robes: the numerous layers of blue and golden paint reveal the underlying shine of mother-of-pearl, set in a mosaic-like pattern. It is usually necessary to come up close to enconchados in order to perceive their shine, but in these cases it is so intense, it can easily be seen from 12 feet away.

![Fig. 9. Anonymous, Virgin of Guadalupe, late 17th-early 18th century, Oil and tempera on wood inlaid with mother-of-pearl, 182 x 112 cm, convent of Capuchin Nuns, Castellón de la Plana.](image-url)
The frame of the Virgin of Guadalupe in Castellón is so full of grape clusters, flowers, leaves and birds that it takes careful observation to recognize the figures. Attention is immediately drawn to the different types of flowers, all of which are extremely detailed and beautiful. Several types of birds in different presentations are also depicted. Realistic depictions are seldom found on these frames; nonetheless, one of the birds evokes the Northern Cardinal. This frame is also interesting because it shows a butterfly: a motif that is only found in two other frames, one of them being Saint Francis Xavier Embarking for Asia by Juan González (Fig. 7). The color palette is also appealing: some figures are light red; others purple or light green, while others show the natural color of mother-of-pearl.

The grape clusters were rendered taking advantage of the natural purple tone of some mother-of-pearl sheets, but the vine shoots were painted with golden strokes. These figures are especially interesting, for they likely have a Eucharistic meaning, which is enhanced by the shine of mother-of-pearl. It is deliberate that shine lights the main figures, and that special attention is paid to the shape of shell inlaids and the color of those figures. Sumptuous enconchados were displayed in wealthy houses or sent to important Spanish collections not just to look beautiful, and the tricks were not there because they made enconchados look good; they served a purpose. Far from being non-essential decoration, both shine and ornamentation were necessary to impress spectators while transmitting religious and economic values.

Fig. 10. Anonymous, Saint Peter Bishop, Featherwork, 17th century, measures unavailable, Ochavo Chapel, Puebla Cathedral.

Fig. 11. Cristóbal de Villalpando, The Transfiguration, 1683, Oil on canvas, 865 x 550 cm, Puebla Cathedral.

Interestingly, enconchados shipped to Europe often depicted Mexican subjects, namely the Virgin of Guadalupe and the Conquest of Mexico. The depiction of religious subjects is not accidental, as Christianity has identified God with light since the early Middle Ages. New Spanish audience would hardly have ignored the suitability of mother-of-pearl to
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refer to the Divine Splendour, so it is likely that many enconchados depicting religious subjects were used for devout contemplation. Society in New Spain was at the same time profoundly religious and aesthetes, as well as being fond of luxury. Both luminosity and sumptuousness made enconchados outstanding vehicles for all these ideals, hence their success.

Little is known about New Spanish taste for shine on art, and its possible relationship with Catholic beliefs. It is unknown if people knew texts that made explicit references to light and its Christian symbolism, or if references to this topic were made at preaching, especially in holidays such as the Purification of the Virgin, popularly known as the Candelaria for the blessing of candles. However, there are many evidences that in New Spain –like in Europe– light was considered to be very important in the context of Catholicism, and that shine and bright were very appreciated in Catholic works of art.

Evidence on this includes plumaria (featherwork) (Fig. 10), as well as paintings made by famous artists, like Cristóbal de Villalpando. Villalpando was active at the same times as the Gonzalezes, and his depictions of subjects such as the Transfiguration (Fig. 11) or the Apocalyptic Virgin stand out for their light effects. As Clara Bargellini has pointed out, “Villalpando carefully considered the problems of light representation, and the meaning of the divine presence”, so his and others’ combinations of hues, bright, and shadows deserve more attention from those pretending to understand these works.

The relationship between shine and devotion is also suggested on the following reference from the asset inventory of the Cathedral of Puebla: “An ebony bookstand inlaid with semi precious stones from Mixteca [...] garnished with golden silver and a cross in between, made of the same stone, to be used on the Holy Friday”. But maybe the best example of taste for light related to both Christian faith and luxury is the Rosary Chapel in Puebla (1690) (Fig. 12). This chapel has a complex iconographic program full of symbols, which are reinforced by the dazzling and colorful beauty of the materials used: tecalí – a local type of alabaster--., gilded plasterwork, tiles and sheets of gold. While little has been written about the importance of light on this chapel, there is no doubt that bright and color were considered essential to better express the splendor of faith of the wealthy people of Puebla.

![Fig. 12. Rosary Chapel, Santo Domingo Church, Puebla, 1690.](image)

Not surprisingly, high-quality enconchados were expensive. For instance, the 1695 asset inventory of María Teresa Guadalupe Retes Paz Vera, marquise of San Jorge, mentions a 10-panel enconchado series depicting the Life of the Virgin Mary, valued at 500 pesos. These works were some of the most expensive paintings possessed by doña María Teresa, who was one of the wealthiest heiresses of the time. The price must have been set due to the skill displayed, yet we can only speculate about this, for the series is no longer available and the description in the inventory is not detailed enough: it only mentions the shell frames and the height (104.5 cm). However, the series owned by doña María Teresa was the same size and cost twice as the one that was commissioned in the aforementioned contract
of Juan González only three years later. The latter refers to new works, made to order by a prestigious artist at the peak of the taste for *enconchados*, so there is no doubt that the works itemized in the 1695 document were of highest quality.

It is likely that this series was similar to another with the same subject that belonged to the Spanish King Phillip V and which is currently in Museo de América in Madrid. Phillip V’s inventory does not mention any mother-of-pearl inlays in the scenes depicted in the series, but it does refer to “pearl frames inlaid with mother-of-pearl”. Interestingly, the frames don’t have pearl, but plenty of mother-of-pearl inlays, thoroughly distributed in an appealing design (Fig. 13). The fact that the royal appraiser did not mention the mother-of-pearl in the scenes suggests that he was more impressed by the shine and the skillful work in the frames. That is to say, the success of *enconchados* was related to sumptuous frames as much as it was to shine.

However, shiny shell inlays were used in some/certain *enconchados* to simulate gold, silver, precious stones, porcelain, and marble. Such is the case in another anonymous series of the *Life of the Virgin* also in Museo de América (Fig. 14), as well as a *Wedding at Cana* by Nicolás Correa now/currently in the Hispanic Society of America (Fig. 15). While none of these paintings have *enconchado* frames, the scenes show a rich ornamentation, in which shine and color are combined to enhance the architectural highlights, or other details of the sumptuous rooms where the scenes take place. Albeit both series of the *Life of the Virgin* are based on similar models, the shine is more noticeable in the latter, which also shows more brilliant colors, including blue. As for the work by Correa, the shine effect is as appealing as it is original because of the use of a black ground. In this case, Correa paid very much attention to the depiction of the characters – especially Jesus and the Virgin Mary on the foreground. That said, he was also very careful at depicting the frames on the wall, as well as the marble tiles of the floor, and the porcelain dishes exhibited on the left. All of these figures show a beautiful shine, made possible thanks to the use of pieces of shell of different sizes.
Count of Moctezuma himself gave his sovereign a set of glittering, golden paintings depicting scenes from an episode in Spanish imperial history. In this sense, the images can be regarded as variations on the phenomenon Victor Stoichita called the “self-awareness” of images, a condition of reflexive self-consciousness in visual imagery that emerged in concert with the development of mercantile capitalism in early modern Europe.\(^6\)

However, the series depicting the

*Conquest of Mexico*
given to the king seems not to have been highly appreciated. That is to say, not all viewers considered *enconchados* to have economic or religious symbolism. Nonetheless, they were very appreciated in other contexts on both sides of the Atlantic, as Ponz’ quote suggests. Also, the fact that many *enconchados* stay in Spanish collections lets us think that some of their recipients developed a taste for *enconchados*. Such a taste must belong to those characteristics that made *enconchados* different to other works—that is, shine and ornamentation. How can we explain, then, that many of them have been preserved with hardly any shine or ornamentation? As these qualities were the *raison d’etre* of *enconchados*, we can suppose that—regardless the cost of the work—the aim of most artists, and buyers, was that *enconchados* would be both shiny and decorated. Some of these qualities have been lost over time, which makes it hard to know what the original audience saw when they saw an *enconchado*—not only because our visual culture is not the same as theirs, but also because the works might look today very different than they originally did.

**Conclusion**

The aim of this article has been to suggest new paths for the study of *enconchados*, as well as contribute to demonstrate the importance of light in New Spanish art. Further technical studies focusing on the kind of shells used in *enconchados* are necessary to better understand the relationship between this kind of paintings and other mother-of-pearl inlaid objects, as well as the relationship between the kind of shells used, the quality of the work of different artists and the economic appraisal of *enconchados*. Also, approach the study of New Spanish art from the standpoint of brightness will allow us to notice the relationship with sacredness, whose importance had not been properly addressed until recent times.\(^87\) Furthermore, to this day few studies have raised the importance that ornamentation may have had in New Spanish art in symbolic terms; hence the need for further reflection on these phenomena.

**Notas**
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